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1. Introduction
Sagittal malalignment is associated with increased disability
and can lead to postural troubles. The latter is often the result
of an inadequate weight distribution on the spine and trigger
compensatory mechanisms. No study to date has provided
reference values for the alignment of centers of mass (CoM)
of different body segments in asymptomatic subjects. The use
of a bi-planar X-ray system (Dubousset et al. 2010) combined
with 3D reconstruction of the external body shape (Nérot et al.
2015) allows for computation of the body segments’ CoM. The
aim of this study was to provide baseline values for the position
of each segment’s CoM compared to the gravity line (GL) in
the sagittal plane.

2. Methods

2.1. Population

20 asymptomatic volunteers were included (7 males): mean
age 25.1 years old [21.4–30.2]; mean body mass index was
21.6 kg/m2 [17.7–28.4].

2.2. Radiographs and 3D reconstruction
Bi-planar head-to-feet radiographs were acquired for each
volunteer using the EOS system (EOS Imaging, Paris, France) in
the standardized free standing position (FSP) (Faro et al. 2004),
with the hands resting on the mandibles (SRS modified FSP)
and with shifted feet (Chaibi et al. 2012). 3D reconstruction
of the external body shape was performed (Nérot et al. 2015)
(Figure 1) and the following segments were obtained: head,
thorax (from T1 to T12), arms, forearms, hands, abdomen,
thighs, lower legs, and feet.

2.3. Data analysis

The following grouped segments were studied: Head; TAA
(thorax + arms + forearms + hands + abdomen); Sup_FH (segment over of femoral heads: head + TAA); and Thighs, Lower
Legs and Feet (right and left combined).

For each body segment, the sagittal plane offset between
the segment’s CoM and the whole body CoM (i.e. GL) was
calculated. Normality of the data was assessed using Lilliefors
test (Lilliefors 1967) (alpha = 0.05).

3. Results and discussion
Offsets of all considered segments were normally distributed.
Figure 1 shows the location of one subject’s different CoMs in
the sagittal plane; the points’ size correlates to the value of the
offset from the GL. Figure 2 presents the boxplots of the offsets
of the different segments. The offset of the head was the most
variable between subjects. The addition of the head in the segment TAA to obtain the segment Sup_FH did not have major
impact on the inter-subject variability (SD: 5.1 mm for both
TAA and Sup_FH). This can be explained by the difference in
mass of the segments: the head, on average, accounted for 7.3%
of the total body mass, compared to the TAA segment which, on
average, accounted for 55.5% (Table 1). Overall, the head and
the lower limbs’ segments (thighs, lower legs and feet) are posterior to the GL while other considered segments (Abdomen,
TAA, and Sup_FH) were anterior to the GL. In addition, high
variability of TAA mass suggests personalized computation of
the volume of this segment, particularly in the movement analysis field as it is commonly assessed using regression.

4. Conclusions
These preliminary results indicated that the large inter-subject
variability of the head has no effect on the position of the
CoM of all the segments located above the femoral heads
(head + thorax + arms + forearms + hands + abdomen).
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Figure 2. Boxplots of offsets from GL (sagittal plane).
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Figure 1. 3D external body shape with different segments’ CoM.

Table 1. Offset from GL (mm) and mass (in % of total body mass)
for each segment: mean and standard deviation (SD). RL denotes
the mean between right and left sides.
Segment
Head
Abdomen
TAA
Sup_FH
RL thighs
RL lower leg
RL feet

Sagittal offset from GL
Mean
−11.9
2.3
11.6
8.5
−2.6
−43.0
−1.6

SD
20.9
6.6
5.1
5.1
7.8
12.2
11.2

Mass
Mean
7.3
22.8
55.5
62.8
22.6
10.5
4.1

SD
0.4
2.7
13.4
13.3
6.0
2.6
2.9
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